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	NAME: Darala
	DESCRIPTION: The Darala are typically peaceful & have never strived to acquire resources or territory. Their homeworld, Darala IV, is very fertile & green. Those that have seen it describe it as a “lush garden.” The temperature is rather cool, about 5-15º Celsius year round, & there is a perpetual cool mist in the air. If not for their constant curiosity, they would have never left their homeworld. Their star system is very large. It consists of 15 planets. There are 2 asteroid belts in the system, between the 5th & 6th planet & another between the 13th & 14th planets. The system is mineral-rich in Erinadium, a substance that rivals dilithium for raw energy potential and other minerals & metals. For a space- faring race, their technology is equivalent to the TOS era of the Federation. As they are only beginning to develop FTL technology, they have not been in space long enough to encounter other species. Names: Standard given name + surname. Male: Boslorm Tamersor, Darso Vulalvak; Female: Kayklet Gobrn, Chley Andala.
	ERA:  2371 or beyond [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13:  We are insatiably curious.
	Text Field 7: Daring+1, Reason +2.
	Text Field 8: The Darala resemble overgrown hamsters with a significant Grizzly bear influence. Almost all are dark brown or black. Standing at over 6ft tall & weighing over 400lbs. Females tend to be smaller but not by much. They are not violent by nature, but when they choose to be, they can become quite aggressive. They have a Bite: [Melee, 1CD, Vicious 1, Piercing 1, Intense]; & Claws x2: [Melee, 3CD, Vicious 3, Piercing 1].
	TALENTS: Darala, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Reasoned Curiosity [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: The Darala are, as a whole, a very intelligent species. When you use your Reason Attribute for tasks, you gain 2d20 to your rolls. If successful, you gain 1 Momentum for the Obtain Information Spend relating to that roll.
	TALENT NAME 2: Bear Hug
	TALENT TEXT 2: The Darala are big & heavy, though agile. When you grab your opponent, you prevent them from any action other than breaking free [Difficulty 2, Fitness+Security] or they can attack you [+1 Difficulty]. You gain 1 Momentum/melee attack made against your opponent.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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